
We have all grown up with and inherited evidence that people, 
especially in groups, do harmful things to others, often those 
from other groups. 

We may be less aware of times that groups of people have 
helped, protected and rescued others from harm. These stories 
are there if we look for them – hidden in history, tale and 
memory - showing that a social goodness is perhaps always 
difficult, rare and fragile, and yet possible. 

Grounds for Goodness comes to the Downtown Eastside Heart 
of the City Festival from Toronto’s Jumblies Theatre + Arts for 
a week of collective online story-sharing and art-making. 
(October 28-November 8, 2020).

You can take part by:
• Completing a story card (cut from this sheet and follow  
   instructions on reverse side).
• Check out our online gallery and DTES displays,
• Tune in for online public workshops and events,
•Get in touch for more info: 
   groundsforgoodness2020@gmail.com

an artful exploration of why 
and how people sometimes 
do good things towards each 
other

DOWNTOWN 
EASTSIDE: 

Name:
Contact:

I consent to my card being displayed (online/real-life)
www.vancouvermovingtheatre.com
www.jumbliestheatre.org



Share a story of a time that a person or people helped, 
protected, sheltered or rescued others - everyday or epic, 
from memory, family, history, news, legend, imagination.

Once you’ve thought of your story, fill in your card:

What? Write a short version of your story.
Where? Where does it take place? 
When? When did it happen?
Who? Who is it about?

Add:
• in the square box: a drawing or image related to your story,
• in the rectangle below this: a short title for your story,
• your name, contact info and consent at the bottom.

Contribute: your story card by:
• delivering it to a Downtown Eastside story card box.
• e-mailing a photo of your card (both sides). 

For info and to contribute or e-mail photos, contact: 
groundsforgoodness2020@gmail.com 

If you contribute your card, it may be shared with 
Vancouver and other communities. 
If you’d rather keep and enjoy it for yourself, that is okay!

STORY CARD 
INSTRUCTIONS: 


